myBusiness Course

About myBusiness Course

myBusinessCourse is a complete, secure, web-based training and e-Learning solution. There is nothing to download or install; it is accessible through any modern web browser and most mobile devices.

Learn More!

Catalog

About the Blackboard Integration

myBusinessCourse integration delivers streamlined access to everything your students need for the course in Blackboard with a single sign-on. Instructors can use this integration to provide direct links to myBusinessCourse for their students and can transfer student grades into the Blackboard Grade Center.

Features:

- **eLecture Videos** created by the authors of the textbook, consistent with the textbook's explanations and approach, cover learning objectives and concepts from each chapter, ideal for remediation, ideal for online and hybrid classrooms
- **Narrated Demonstration Videos** created by the authors of the textbook, provide problem solving strategies as well as solutions, offer clear, step-by-step demonstrations of how to solve select problems from the textbook
- **Auto-graded Assignments** provides immediate feedback, create assignments using problems from the textbook, additional randomized versions of assignments provide extra practice, ideal for remediation, includes select questions from test banks
- **Detailed Reporting Tools** quickly review the performance of individual students, quickly review the performance of entire class, use reports on student performance to customize your lectures to fit student needs
- **Single sign-on**
- **Link to assignments in myBusinessCourse from your third-party course**
- **Automatically sync gradebooks**

Support Resources:

Instructor Support

Instructor Registration

(630) 686-2158

Submit Support Ticket (instructor or student)

Student Support

Student Registration

(630) 504-0505

Need more help? Contact the ITS Service Desk.